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As seen on LATE NIGHT WITH SETH MEYERS! The Eisner- and Harvey-award winning raucous

sex comedy that Time magazine called the Comic of the Year and Apple called "inappropriate for

sale on iOS devices" returns in SEX CRIMINALS V3: THREE THE HARD WAY. So it turns out Jon

and Suzie aren't alone Ã¢â‚¬â€• other people around the world, like them, freeze time when they

climax. A self-appointed group wants to regulate and control them through fear and intimidation. Jon

and Suzie are falling in love and want their freak flags to fly, but if they're going to fight back they

can't do it alone. And really, isn't that a metaphor for the whole series? That we might all be alone

but we're all alone together? I think so. If you read only one comic with a semen-demon in it this

year, please make it SEX CRIMINALS V3: THREE THE HARD WAY. Collecting issues #11-15.
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Matt Fraction's characters and world-building slightly get the better of him here. The change in tone

from "honey moon" period and the almost wholesome perversity of the first five issues ends and the

complications add on. In this volume, the complications add on to secondary characters; indeed,

Jon and Suzie are increasingly just barely the primary focus of the book as both sex powered

characters and normies get more and more intertwined. Chip Zdarsky's art is wonderful and



charming, and the meta-jokes come from both Zdarsky and Fraction in force. This plays against the

tone of the book, but one gets the feeling that this books complexity is mirroring the complexity of

relationships overtime for good and ill.

This, to me, felt like the series was finally finding it's voice and trajectory.Yes, the earlier volumes

are fun and enjoyable--and honestly, I kinda liked them more--but I feel as if this is what Fraction

has been toying with all along. He had a fun, edgy premise that has become something real and

worth discussion on a much higher level than before.So why four instead of five stars?While it is fun

and feels more complete as a series, this particular "arc" felt rather scattered--as others have

mentioned. And while the "meta" stuff can be entertaining, it does feel like a cop-out at times rather

than an added layer to the story. And since Fraction seems to know that, I'll let it slide, but that--to

me--is indicative of what has happened here:The story has become bigger than the creators.That's

an amazing thing, and one any creator would hope for. However, I worry that this ship might sink

rather than sail into a satisfying sunset.I guess we'll see, and don't think I won't be there to find out.

The first two volumes were wonderful. This one immediately struck me as lazy and I actually went

back to make sure I had bought the real thing from  instead of some fan fic that somehow got into

the store. The wonderful funny detail in the backgrounds vanishes and there is even a lame joke

about how normally they would have a lot of funny stuff in the background but it would have taken

too much work to draw. Jon and Suzie don't even look quite the same, more crudely drawn. Plot

holes and out-of-character actions open up left and right. This would not be the first time a great

artistic series starts strong but then falls apart, but I really hope that's not the case here. I will read

the reviews carefully before I get excited about starting the next volume.

This is one of my favorite newer comics. The writing is hilarious, the art is beautiful. In this edition,

the characters turn the tables on the "sex police" and make a rebellion of others with this special

"ability". It's full of subtle jokes and graphic ones as well. I'd definitely recommend this series to

anyone with a good sense of humor and bit of a kinky side.

Book came in great condition. The story has some weak points/laziness that others have

mentioned. I was only slightly bothered by this. I am cautiously excited for the next installments of

this story.



While I didn't love this volume as much as the first 2 it's still 5 stars in my book. I think the reason I

felt this wasn't as strong is probably because there is a lot of focus side characters, their

backstories, and development rather than the main plot and main characters.

I love this series!I don't want to give too many details for fear of spoiling things, but this one is my

favorite one yet. The authors did some fun and creative things with this volume that I enjoyed. I was

definitely laughing out loud more than once while reading this. Can't wait until the next one is out.

Love this series. Would highly reccomend
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